Guille García-Hoz and Sol&luna: The fusion of Design and the
Art of Leather
The Elephant “Maribel” and the Deer “Gerardo” Dressed in leather for
Maison&Objet Show (17-21 enero 2020)
Paris, January 17th 2020.- The friendship and mutual admiration for the
design and the Art of Leather, between Carolina Sánchez de Movellán and
Guille García-Hoz, has resulted in the creation of two pieces of glazed
ceramic covered in leather by the artisans of Sol&luna.
Sol&Luna is internationally renowned for its art and ingenuity in covering
virtually any object and surface with leather, and Guille García-hoz,
decorator and ceramic designer, joins forces to demonstrate that, once
again, unity is strength.
The objects chosen have been the Deer “Gerardo”, Guille's signature
piece, and the Elephant “Maribel”. Both pieces have been produced in the
Talavera Ceramic Centre, whose designation of origin has been declared
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
Maribel has been fitted with a beautiful leather strap and Gerardo a
fascinating mask. Both pieces have been wrapped in natural leather and
sewn by hand with the characteristic cross-stitch of Sol&luna.
Carolina Sánchez de Movellán points out that this collaboration is a good
opportunity for Sol&Luna to once again demonstrate the enormous
versatility that leather has to be associated with any material.
For Sol&Luna it has been very gratifying to apply their know-how to
"dress" Guille's pieces in leather. "Sewing Gerardo's mask and Maribel's
strap with all the care of our cross-stitch has been a beautiful job and the
mixture of glazed ceramic and leather has been absolutely amazing, says
Carolina Sánchez de Movellán.

For Guille, a lover of contemporary craftsmanship in any of its disciplines,
"this collaboration has been a gift that makes it clear that the good work
of craftsmanship should not be lost and with the right approach it fits
perfectly into the current panorama".
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